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Apress. Paperback. Condition: New. 376 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.5in. x 1.0in.Node. js Recipes is
your one-stop reference for solving Node. js problems. Filled with useful recipes that follow a
problemsolution format, you can look up recipes for many situations that you may come across in
your day-to-day server-side development. Node. js is accessible to those who not only relish in
server-side programming but also web developers who understand the ubiquitous language of the
web. Node. js Recipes covers all the essential ingredients required to become a seasoned Node. js
developer in no time - make it your indispensable reference today. What youll learn Learn Node. jss
beginnings and what problems it addresses Build an understanding of Node. jss native capabilities
Create servers that communicate via TCPIP, HTTP, and HTTPS Understand and implement testdriven development practices Successfully work with FileSystem, events, and child processes Create
a WebSocket server, use Socket. io, and frameworks such as ExpressJS and Yahoo! Mojito Connect
to a DataStore using Mongoose, MongoDB, MySQL and CouchDB Implement security and
cryptography using HMAC and TLS Test synchronous and asynchronous code, and build a full test
suite Debug and deploy your application to Heroku, Nodejitsu and Windows Azure Use...
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Reviews
A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am happy to let you know that this is the
greatest ebook i have go through within my very own daily life and can be he best book for at any time.
-- Lea nne Cr emin
This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills
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